The Moorish 2020 Census Initiative
Connecting
Correcting
Collecting
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CONNECT THE DOTS – CORRECT THE RECORD – COLLECT YOUR SHARE
The Moorish Science Temple of America established a national partnership with the US Census Bureau in order to:
1)

Teach our communities the importance of proclaiming their (Moorish) nationality. The 2020 Census is a civic initiative to
help our people become recognized by the government as a people with full human rights and true citizenship

2)

Teach how the BLACK RACIAL CATEGORY is legally defined, by handing out copies of Standard form SF-181.

3)

Teach our people how to aggregate and gain political power, via casting one free national ballot as a national group

4)

Use the census as a primary tool to control government. More state representatives means more electoral votes to help to
choose the president. More congressional seats for your state helps to get good government.

5)

Tell the government our neighborhoods, cities, and states deserve a lions share of $675 Billion in federal funding. If we don’t
stand up and be counted, we are telling the government to send those funds elsewhere

6)

Hold events and rallies a minimum of once per month to educate on correcting race/nationality via the 2020 Census.
a)

Outreach sign-in sheet requesting contact info of those interested in correcting their race/nationality on the census. We will follow up monthly with additional information to learn more, and
possibly join.

b)

Free National ballot (FNB) registration form to sign-up people who agree to join our FNB (Joining the temple not mandatory).

c)

MSTA Member registration form to sign-up people who desire to join the temple

d)

Taking Donations! to help us continue our civic work! (i.e., costs of printing, holding events, &etc)
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CONNECT THE DOTS – COLLECT YOUR SHARE:
Most people don’t realize; every 10 years each state acts like a TEAM competing for congressional seats AND electoral votes. The game is called
the Census. It counts the population of each state. A bigger state population means your state will score a larger share of the 435 congress seats
Since each congressional seat is tied to one electoral vote; - gaining or losing congressional seats means your state will gain or lose Electoral
votes. This is critical because more seats for your state means more votes to make good laws, and stop bad ones. More Electoral votes for your
state means your vote (as a citizen) has more weight and power to decide the presidential election. How is that???
A presidential candidate needs 270 electoral votes to win. He only gets electoral votes from states that he wins. If your state had 10 electoral votes
from the last census, the candidate who wins the popular vote in your state will get all 10. But what if your state got 12 electoral votes due to a
really good 2020 census turnout? Your state may cast the deciding presidential vote to reach 270... This is all POWERED by the Census!
An accurate census count is also necessary to ensure YOUR state receives the federal funding needed to serve you. According to the Census
Bureau, 132 programs use Census Bureau data to distribute more than $675 billion in funds during 2015. Without an accurate count, billions of
federal dollars will be misallocated, causing undercounted states and localities to miss out on federal money they would have received.
Without a full response, African American communities face further marginalization. African-American communities are usually undercounted – to
the tune of 2.1% (in the 2010 Census). DO THE MATH. There are approx. 42 million African Americans in the US. So, missing 2.1% of us represents
about 880,000 people. Did you know: the whole state of Wyoming only has 575,000 people? Montana only has 1 million people? Alaska has just
737,000 people? Vermont only has 636,000 people? These same states have a very small amount of African American citizens too! How much
federal funds do we give away by not responding to the Census?
When African American communities are undercounted, they lose out on representation and federal funding that goes to other neighborhoods.
So, stand up and be counted or you will be giving away billions of dollars that can help your community grow and thrive economically.
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Correct your race
and nationality
with the 2020
Census
Correcting your name and/or race/nationality on your
2020 Census questionnaire gives the federal government
notice of your permanent name and/or race/nationality
correction. Correcting race/nationality on your voter
registration card is giving notice to your city and state
government.

Simply and Effectively…
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The Moorish Complete Count Committee is calling for the African American community to make an exodus from identifying by relics
and badges of slavery. We advocate these historically accurate race and national origins which have real historical and social value

What Exists

vs

What We Want

x

Asiatic

MOORI SH

So-Called “Black/African Americans” more accurately belong to the Asiatic race, and
have a “Moorish” National origin. Therefore, to identify from a position of strength, socalled Black/African Americans should identify as: “ASIATIC – MOORISH”
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HOW TO RESPOND:
HOW DO YOU RESPOND? By April 1, 2020, every home will receive an invitation to
participate in the 2020 Census. You will have three options for responding:
(1) Online.
(2) By phone.
(3) By mail. (we recommend by mail – and make a copy for your own records).
The 2020 Census marks the first time you’ll have the option to respond online. You can
even respond on your mobile device.
(Source: https://2020census.gov/en/ways-to-respond.html )
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CORRECTING THE RECORD
When the Question of ETHNICITY is asked

THE MSTA INVITES OUR CENTRAL AND
SOUTH AMERICAN BRETHREN TO ANSWER:
NO, not Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin

x

This is because the indigenous people of
these areas are of “Asiatic (Moorish)”
culture, and not “Spanish (Christian)
culture”
Note: There are only two ethnicities.
Hispanic and Nonhispanic (LINK TO SOURCE)
Moorish Koran 45:5 - “The Asiatic nations
of North, South, and Central America: the
Moorish Americans and Mexicans of
North America, Brazilians, Argentinians
and
Chileans
in
South
America.
Columbians, Nicaraguans, and the
natives of San Salvador in Central
America, etc. All of these are Moslems.”
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CONNECTING THE DOTS → Why you’re Moorish, Not Hispanic
Source:

THE CENTURY ILLUSTRATED
MONTHLY MAGAZINE
VOL. LXXXIX
NEW SERIES: VOL. LXVII
NOVEMBER, 1914, TO
APRIL, 1915

Moorish Koran 45:5 - “The Asiatic nations of North, South, and Central America: the Moorish Americans and

Mexicans of North America, Brazilians, Argentinians and Chileans in South America. Columbians, Nicaraguans, and
the natives of San Salvador in Central America, etc. All of these are Moslems.”
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THE DIFFICIENCY → BLACK means BLACK, and is NOT DEFINED AS “ORIGINAL PEOPLE”
THE LEGAL DEFINITIONS FOR RACE

SOURCE: Office of Management & Budget (OMB) Statistical Policy Directive No. 15

Standard Form 181 – Racial Definitions – https://www.opm.gov/forms/pdf_fill/sf181.pdf
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•

Why is BLACK the ONLY race that is
defined by the same word?
“Circular definitions” are invalid.

•

Who are the BLACK racial groups
in Africa?

•

Why is BLACK the only race
defined as NOT “having origins in
an original people”?

•

Is the BLACK race considered part
of the human race in law?

•

Why does WHITE include North
Africans? Shouldn’t they be Black
too?

CONNECTING THE DOTS – ARE MOORS NATIVE TO THE AMERICAS?
Yes, and the Bureau of Census already has a Native American designation for MOORS
The federal government (CDC Race & Ethnicity Code Set 1.0) has created
“hierarchal race codes” to denote various races in America.
The race designation R1.01.052.004, is decoded below. It means Moors are
recorded as being Native American:
(R) Race;
(R1.01) American native;
(R1.01.052) Eastern Tribes;
(R1.01.052.004) Moor;

Source: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/dvs/Race_Ethnicity_CodeSet.pdf
The US Bureau of Census has reduced this R1.01.052.004 hierarchical code to
“Population Group Code” 7H8, and population list code D23, in the official census
race code list. See next slide
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CONNECTING THE DOTS – WHERE ARE “MOORS” NATIVE TO?
The Bureau of Census already has Native American and West African designations for MOORS

 MOOR is a Native American Group Code: 7H8
(Below are combinations that have been recorded
under the group “MOOR”)




ASIATIC = Western Asian (i.e., the original peoples of Middle East, aka

“the Land of Canaan”, and Africa). Asiatic is our “Race”.

MOOR = Native American origin

Source:
https://www.census.gov/progra
ms-surveys/acs/technicaldocumentation/race-ethnicityaian.2015.html
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MOOR = Northwest & Southwest African origin

CORRECTING THE RECORD
When the Question of RACE is asked
THE MCCC RECOMMENDS ALL OUR AFRICAN AMERICAN,
CENTRAL, AND SOUTH AMERICAN FAMILY TO ANSWER:
 American Indian (if you’re native) - and print: “MOOR”
 Some other race – print race and origin, as shown
below
(RACE – ORIGIN). See examples below:
“ASIATIC – MOORISH”
“ASIATIC – MEXICAN”
“ASIATIC – BRAZILIAN”, or Nicaraguan, Chilean, Peruvian, &etc
Side notes:
According to the Census Bureau, the racial categories “are based on SELF-IDENTIFICATION, and
generally reflect a SOCIAL definition of race”. This means your choice cannot be legally challenged
“MOOR” covers all Native American and African origins. These two designations are interlinked
because “America is West Africa”, before the earthquake that caused the Atlantic Ocean
“ASIATIC” covers our common race, as distinct from Europeans
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CONNECT THE FACTS – CORRECT THE RECORD – COLLECT YOUR SHARE

The following slides supporting our position, are excerpts from:

THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF THE NEGRO ©
By: Keith Dandridge El, Grand Sheik & Chairman of the Moorish Science Temple of America

A Treatise on Anecdotal World History and Law, which prove:
•
•
•
•
•

Trans-Atlantic Slavery was an outgrowth of Spain defeating the Moorish Empire in 1491AD
The Negro is a legal status manufactured to strip Moorish people of their nationality
The loss of nationality was key to branding them subhuman slaves, in the eyes of the law
Still identifying as Negro’s is the reason why their BLACK LIVES [don’t] MATTER
Their Negro status is “unmade” by simply returning to their Moorish nationality

Correct your past to…
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CONNECTING THE DOTS – WHO ARE THE “MOORS”?
Here is why the Bureau of Census already has Native American and West African designations for MOORS
ASIATIC = the “Race” of so-called “African
Americans” because we originate in the cradle
of life (the land of Canaan/ Garden of Eden).
We are the original peoples of “the Land of
Canaan” which was is part of Africa, but is now
called “the Middle East”.

MOORISH HOLY KORAN – CHAPTER 47
‘EGYPT, THE CAPITAL EMPIRE OF THE DOMINION OF AFRICA’
1. The inhabitants of Africa are the descendants of the
ancient Canaanites from the land of Canaan.
2. Old man Cush and his family are the first inhabitants of
Africa who came from the land of Canaan.
4. The dominion of Cush, North-East and South-East Africa
and North-West and South-West was his father's dominion of
Africa.

The land of Canaan (now Arabia) is located
on the African continental plate. The human
family originates here. The natives of West
Africa and the Americas migrated there along
the route shown.

5. In later years many of their bretheren from Asia and the
Holy Lands joined them.
6. The Moabites from the land of Moab who received
permission from the Pharaohs of Egypt to settle and inhabit
North-West Africa; they were the founders and are the true
possessors of the present Moroccan Empire. With their
Canaanite, Hittite, and Amorite bretheren who sojourned
from the land of Canaan seeking new homes.

The Asiatic nations originated in Asia (Arabia).
Our ancestors spread throughout North-West
and South-West Africa (which included the
Americas) before the earthquake that caused
the Atlantic Ocean.

7. Their dominion and inhabitation extended from North-East
and South-West Africa, across great Atlantis even unto the
present North, South, and Central America and also Mexico
and the Atlantis Islands; before the great earthquake, which
caused the great Atlantic Ocean.

This is why MOORS are known to be North and
West Africans under Census code 667. This is
also why MOORS are listed as Native American
under the Census Codes: 7H8 and D23

…
9. According to all true and divine records of the human race
there is no negro, black, or colored race attached to the
human family, because all the inhabitants of Africa were and
are of the human race, descendants of the ancient
Canaanite nation from the holy land of Canaan.
10. What your ancient forefathers were, you are today
without doubt or contradiction.
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CONNECTING THE DOTS – HOW DID “MOORS” BECOME TARGETS FOR SLAVERY?
According to ancient sources, the Popes of Rome called for perpetual enslavement of “Saracens”
On June 18, 1452 Pope Nicholas V issued the Papal Bull (Decree)
entitled “Dum Diversas”. It means “Until Different”. It authorized Afonso
V, King of Portugal, to “conquer Saracens (Moors) and pagans” and
consign them to "perpetual servitude“. This facilitated the Portuguese
being the first to start the slave trade in West Africa, specifically
targeting the Moors (as Saracens). No other Islamic nations have been
enslaved, except the Moors.
Pope Nicholas V

In 1493 Alexander VI issued the bull Inter Caetera stating one Christian
nation did not have the right to establish dominion over lands
previously dominated by another Christian nation. This angered
Portugal because they were shut out from new world land claims.
So, June 7, 1494 Spain and Portugal signed the Treaty of Tordesillas. It
divided newly discovered lands outside Europe between Portugal and
Spain. See purple line on map. This dividing line gave Portugal
exclusive right to Africa and Brazil. Spain kept the rest of the Americas.
This is explains why the Portuguese started the African Slave Trade, and
why Brazil has the most Africans outside of Africa.
Together, the Papal Decrees, and the Treaty of Tordesillas are the legal

Pope Alexander VI

basis for the Doctrine of Discovery, and trans-Atlantic slave-trade. The
US Supreme Court confirmed the Doctrine of Discovery is the basis for
the USA’s title to this land. See Johnson vs. McIntosh, 21 U.S. 543 (1823)
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“…We grant you by these present documents, with our
Apostolic Authority, full and free permission to invade,
search out, capture, and subjugate the Saracens and
pagans and any other unbelievers and enemies of Christ
wherever they may be, as well as their kingdoms, duchies,
counties, principalities, and other property [...] and to
reduce their persons into perpetual servitude.”.
-– DUM DIVERSAS (“Until Different”), Pope Nicholas V

CONNECTING THE DOTS – SEARCHING OUT “MOORISH” DOMINIONS?
According to ancient sources, MOORS are pre-colonial possessors of the Americas, Spain, and West Africa
MOORISH HOLY KORAN – CHAPTER 47
EGYPT, THE CAPITAL EMPIRE OF THE DOMINION OF AFRICA
6. The Moabites from the land of Moab who received
permission from the Pharaohs of Egypt to settle and inhabit
North-West Africa; they were the founders and are the true
possessors of the present Moroccan Empire. With their
Canaanite, Hittite, and Amorite bretheren who sojourned
from the land of Canaan seeking new homes.
7. Their dominion and inhabitation extended from North-East
and South-West Africa, across great Atlantis even unto the
present North, South, and Central America and also Mexico
and the Atlantis Islands; before the great earthquake, which
caused the great Atlantic Ocean.
…
10. What your ancient forefathers were, you are today
without doubt or contradiction.
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Because of our knowledge of these facts, Moors were inhabiting and
trading in the Americas hundreds of years before Christopher
Columbus discovered the Americas. It’s no coincidence Columbus
found America just 1 year after the fall of Moorish dominions in Spain

CONNECTING THE DOTS – WHO ARE THE MOORS IN AMERICA?
Did you know the oldest civilization of Central America were Moors called the “Olmecs”?
Page 4

The Moorish Fez

THE OLMECS prehistoric people inhabiting Mexico (c. 1200–400 BC), who established the first MesoAmerican civilization. They are the “mother civilization” of all subsequent Mesoamerican cultures including
the Maya and Aztecs. Olmec influence and trade activity spread as far south as present-day Nicaragua.
The Olmec religious practices, ball-courts, pyramids and a seeming awe of mirrors, was also passed on to
all subsequent civilizations in Mesoamerica until the Spanish Conquest in the 16th century CE. The 8 ton
heads of their rulers were carved from basalt. Their features are clearly African. The head on the right
resembles the Moorish fez with three tassels.
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CONNECTING THE DOTS – WHO ARE THE “MOORS” IN AMERICA?
THE LENAPE MOORS OF DELEWARE the indigenous people of
Delaware. They are historically recognized by Delaware law as “Moors”.
Tamanend or Saint Tammany or King Tammany was “the Chief of Chiefs” and
Chief of the Turtle Clan of the Lenni-Lenape nation in the Delaware Valley signing
the Peace Treaty with William Penn at Shakamexon (Shaykhs of Amexem?)
founding Pennsylvania (USA’s original seat of government, before it was moved to
Washington DC). This is why Tamanend is known as "Patron Saint of America”.
Here we see his statue in Philadelphia; standing on a turtle with an eagle on his
shoulder, and a Moorish fez on his head. (The eagle is holding the wampum belt
treaty in its talons)
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CONNECTING THE DOTS – WHO MADE THE “NEGRO”?
Did you know “Negro Laws” classified “BERBERS” as “Slave Africans” and made them into “NEGROS”?
KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER:
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1.

Here we see that “Berbers” are the only
group of Africans labeled as “Slave
Africans”, which legally means NEGRO

2.

“Moors” are recognized as “free
inhabitants of Africa”

3.

All other Negros besides Moors and
Egyptians are called ASIATICS, yet they are
also designated as “free”

4.

“Indians” who are “NOT in Amity” (not
friendly) with the government are declared
“extinct”

5.

We already know the Spanish found Moors
(Amorites, Moabites, Canaanites, etc) to
be the original “Indians” in 15th century
America

CONNECTING THE DOTS – YOU ARE THE “MOORS”
Did you know “BERBERS” were made into “NEGROS” by law, but in reality “BERBERS” are the true “MOORS”?

KEY POINTS TO CONSIDER:

1.

Section 4 of the “Negro Law” states that:
bdbdbdbbdbdbdbdbdbbdbdbdbdbdbdbdb
dbdbdbdbdbbdbdbdbdbdbdbdbdbdbdbbd
bdbdbdbdbdbdbbdbdbdbdbdbdbdbdbdbd
bdbdbbdbdbdbdbdbdbbdbdbdbdbdbdbdb
dbdbd

2.

By these definitions “Berbers” are of “Hamitic
Origin” and synonymous with “Moors”. This
proves it was Moors who were the people
“branded” as “Negros” in the “Negro Law”
above. This “brand” is a legal loophole that
made it legal to enslave them

3.

By these definitions, “Moors” are “MAINLY
BERBERS”. This also proves that Moors were
subjugated by a laws that first stripped their
nationality, then authorized their enslavement
by branding them with the name “Negro”
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